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Is there a unified theory of communication?

No
In 1999, Craig argued that our field is 
characterized by:

“Sterile eclecticism”
And...
“Productive fragmentation.”



JoC Special Issue

Speaking Across 
Communication Subfields
● Premise: our field is fragmented
● Conclusion: integration across 

subfields is limited



Is Biological 
Explanation 
Another 
Subfield?



Is Biological Explanation Another Subfield?

No
Biological explanation is integral to communication 
research:
● A more complete explanation of human 

communication
● Improves theory building and testing
● Integrates with existing subfields



David Marr’s Tri-Level Framework (1982)

Fully understanding any behavior requires 
explanation at three levels:

1. Computation: Why does a behavior exist?
2.Algorithm: What rules govern the behavior?
3.Implementation: How is the behavior 

physically implemented?



Applying Marr

1. Computation (Why): Share information 
with a conversational partner

2.Algorithm (What): Interaction partner 
stands too close, expectation violation

3.Implementation (How): Expectation 
violation is neurally encoded, and 
results in the speaker taking a step 
backward



Applying Marr

1. Computation (Why): Share information 
with a conversational partner
Expectation: interpersonal 
conversations take place with 1-4 feet 
between speakers
Violation: conversational partner enters 
speaker’s personal space (less than 1 
foot)



Applying Marr

2.Algorithm (What): Interaction partner 
stands too close, expectation violation
Violation: “Function of reward value of 
the initiator, the direction of deviation 
from expectations, and the amount of 
deviation”
Translated: The violation (expectation – 
actuality) is modulated by initiator



Applying Marr

3.Implementation (How): Expectation 
violation is neurally encoded, and 
results in the speaker taking a step 
backward
Violation (expectation – actuality): 
Maps onto a neural process where one 
brain structure computes expectation, 
and another computes actuality



How Does this Test Communication Theory?

Chaffee & Berger (1979):
● Heuristic provocativeness: capable of 

producing new hypotheses
● Falsifiability: These hypotheses can be proven 

false
● Organizing Power: Integrates seemingly 

disparate literature



How Does this Test Communication Theory?

Slater & Gleason:
● Elucidating the mechanism: Specifying what 

produces a given phenomenon
● Extending the range of theory: Testing a 

mechanism or model in new contexts
● Theoretical Synthesis: Integrating explanations 

that previously belonged to different theories
● Theory Creation: Biologically plausible theory 



Conclusion

Biological explanation is not another subfield
● It integrates with existing communication 

theories
● Verifies that our theories are biologically 

plausible
● Expands our ability to test communication theory



Conclusion

On a final note, Marr’s framework does not argue 
for the primacy of one level of explanation. It 
clarifies the explanatory bounds any level can 
claim while demonstrating how each level is 
crucially dependent on all other levels.



Thank you!
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